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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to attempt a critical appraisal of the pace, practise, pattern, priorities, problems and 
prospects of Nigerian democracy. While it remains true that Nigeria is governed by democratically elected leaders at 
the federal and state levels, Nigeria is yet to institutionalise democracy after a century of existence as a political 
entity. The paper discusses some of the impediments to the institutionalisation of democracy in Nigeria after more 
than half a century of political independence. Some of these are the country’s colonial background interspersed by 
vagaries engendered by deep-rooted ethnicity; complacent and spendthrift leadership; incessant intervention of the 
military in the democratic process; electoral fraud; wide spread poverty and high illiteracy level. The paper argues 
that the pivot around which most of the factors listed above revolve is corruption which has virtually become a way 
of life in Nigeria. The paper however contends that the above notwithstanding, the prospect of a politically stable and 
democratically viable nation is marked by people’s eagerness to participate in the electoral process; the relative 
stability and sustenance of multi-party system and the general realisation in the country that the only acceptable and 
popular route to the acquisition of political power is the ballot box. The paper obtains its data from primary and 
secondary source materials and employs the historical method of data analysis - simple descriptive collation and 
analysis of historical data.  
  
I. Introduction 
Democracy and Nigeria are like Siamese twins; though conjoined, they are uncomfortable and under intense pressure 
that could result in all forms of hurt, even death. Although, democracy may not be strange to an overwhelming 
percentage of Nigerians; what may be strange to them is the brand of democracy that invests, first and foremost, in 
human and material resources for the purposes of political stability, economic viability, scientific advancement, 
technological breakthrough, educational development and life-enhancing social services. Given the general optimism 
that Nigeria was going to be the bastion of democracy in Africa following her independence from Britain in 1960, 
one should normally expect that by now democracy should be deeply rooted and institutionalised in the country. 
Ironically and unfortunately, Nigeria, as far as the practise and delivery of dividends of liberal democracy is 
concerned, is yet a cripple that can barely stand let alone walk or run.  
     This paper asserts that Nigerian democracy has three outstanding features. First, it is spendthrift. Nigerian 
democracy is a brand of democracy that spends so much to accomplish so little (where and when it achieves anything 
at all). Second, it invests in the comfort of officials rather than in human and material resources. In fact, the welfare 
of the common man occupies the bottom rung on the ladder of the priorities of the anchors of Nigerian democracy. 
Third, Nigerian democracy is plagued by hydra-headed and pathological corruption that ensures that the impact of 
any seeming good policy is either extremely negligible or almost exactly nil. The paper however concludes that 
while the balance sheet of democracy in Nigeria may be less than satisfactory; all hope is not lost as the desire for the 
practice of true democracy amongst Nigerians remains unassailably high. 
 
   
II. Conceptual Discourse 
 
     Democracy, either as a concept or a system of rule, has become excessively ambiguous in contemporary political 
analysis. Indeed, there is probably no concept that has been so subjected to varying definitions, antagonistic 
interpretations and contradictory practises as the concept of democracy. This is not surprising given the fact that 
democracy has become more and more widely praised and embraced thereby making it more and more difficult to 
pin down. Politicians from the extreme left to the extreme right always insist that the form of politics
1
 or rule they 
support is the one that is democratic in character. Even military regimes, which, according to Robert Mundt et. al. 
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cannot ‘deliver’ democracy,2 always invoke the concept of democracy in support of arguments although such 
invocations are often punctured by ubiquitous violations of the fundamental rights of the people. This is what Peter 
Ekeh refers to as democratism, which, according to him, refers to the brand of rule that makes use of ‘false principles 
of the institutions of democracy’ while at the same time creating anti-democratic conditions.3 
     Thus, being the least objectionable form of rule, most regimes stake out some sort of claim to the practise of 
democracy while those that do not often insist that their particular instance of non-democratic rule is a necessary 
stage along the road to ultimate democracy. Indeed, Bernard Crick has described democracy as the most 
promiscuous word in the world of public affairs.
4
 This is ostensibly because democracy is what is virtuous for a state 
to be – even in Africa, where liberal democracy has suffered several severe setbacks; since the 90s, it has gained a 
momentum comparable to that of science in the world of technology since the Industrial Revolution. One major 
consequence of the universal research attention democracy has received is what can be described as its contestation. 
Gallie may therefore not be wrong in including democracy in the catalogue of what he referred to as ‘essentially 
contested concepts’5 since a term that means anything means nothing. This appears to be the case with democracy 
which nowadays is not so much a term of precision or restricted and specific meaning but a vague endorsement of a 
popular idea. 
     The above notwithstanding, some conjectural attempts could still be made at explaining the common but complex 
and almost abstract concept of democracy. As Ukana Blankson has asserted, any meaningful attempt at 
understanding democracy must proceed from the ancient definition of democracy as peoples’ rule.6 The Greek words 
demos and kratia mean people and rule or authority respectively. Thus, democracy refers to ‘rule by the people’. 
This began in the first half of the 5
th
 century B.C. among the Greeks thus beginning what Robert Dahl calls the 
transformation from rule by the few to rule by the many.
7
 During the French Revolution (1789-1799), the French 
lawyer and political leader, Maximilien Robespierre (1758-1794), defined democracy as a “state in which the people, 
as sovereign, guided by laws of its own making, does for itself all that it can do well”.8  This definition implies that 
there are things ‘the people’ may be unable to do or cannot do well. The questions then are: what are these things? 
Who then do such things? We will return to this issue later. 
     In his Gettysburg Address, Abraham Lincoln gave what has since become the most famous definition of 
democracy. In the Address, delivered at the dedication of the Soldiers’ National Cemetery on 19 November 1863 in 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, Lincoln asserted that ‘all men are created equal’ and defined democracy as ‘government 
of the people, by the people, for the people’.9 This definition makes the people the subject and object of democracy 
or what Nkolika Ebele terms ‘the raison d’tre of governance’.10 This definition has many merits; although, like any 
other, it has its limitations.  The definition stresses the principle of equality since all men are supposedly created 
equal. Harold Laski defines equality as the absence of special privilege.
11
 Thus, a democratic state is often said to be 
one wherein the citizens have equal access to justice, job, power, privilege, etc. Indeed, Andrew Gamble describes a 
democratic state as the ‘republic of equals’.12 This is because democracy implies that there should be a substantial 
degree of equality among men both in the sense that all the adult members of a society ought to have, so far as is 
possible, equal influence on those decisions which affect important aspects of the life of the society; and in the sense 
that inequalities of wealth, social status, access to education and knowledge, etc should not be so considerable as to 
result in the permanent subordination of some groups of men to others. According to Robert Darl, in every 
democratic state, the citizens are ‘political equals’.13 This is because, as Bottomore has pointed out, all human beings 
are remarkably alike in some fundamental respects – they have similar physical, emotional and intellectual needs.14 
In 1646, in an article entitled ‘An Arrow Against All Tyrants’, Richard Overton (a puritan) wrote “For by nature, all 
men are equal...even so we are to live everyone equally”.15 Indeed, in virtually all his major works, Alexis de 
Tocqueville insisted that history (the story of mankind) is synonymous with equality.
16
     
     However, as fascinating as the concept of egalitarianism is, there exists a wide gulf between its theory and 
practise and indeed between the theory and practise of democracy itself. There is hardly anywhere in the world 
where democracy is a republic of equals because, as Kenneth Janda et. al. have asserted, ‘through occupation or 
wealth, some citizens are more able than others to influence political decisions’.17 Indeed, the elite theory is founded 
on the notion that politics is an affair of the coherent minority dominating the incoherent majority. Terms such as the 
people, the masses or the majority should even be used with caution as it is often difficult to identify what or who is 
meant by these terms in the specific case and even more difficult to gauge the attitudes and interests of these terms 
even when and where they are identified.
18
 This may have informed Roger Scruton’s assertion that “...the concept of 
democracy is immensely complicated partly because of difficulties in understanding who the people are and which 
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acts of government are truly theirs rather than those of some dominant group or interest”.19 From the Greek City 
States to the emergence of modern state, the concept of egalitarianism had been consistently negated.  
     In the often eulogised Greek City States, which Giuseppe Di Palma referred to as the ‘birthplace of democracy’20, 
every inhabitant supposedly had a direct say on issues which directly affected the state. It must be pointed out 
however that in practise, Greek democracy was an exclusive one because a large part of the adult population was 
denied full citizenship i.e. the right to participate in politics whether by attending the meetings of the Sovereign 
Assembly
21
 or by serving in public offices. Not only were women denied the right of full citizenship, but also long-
term resident aliens (metics) and slaves. Indeed, the slaves were no more than the property of their owners wholly 
without legal rights.
22
 Thus, only the non-slaves were allowed to vote
23
 and by 430 BC, nearly half of the total 
population of Athens were slaves.
24
  Furthermore, Jean Jacque Rousseau (1712-1778), the Enlightenment French 
social and political theorist and one of the first thinkers to question the basis of the undemocratic and absolute power 
wielded by Europe’s monarchs, limited his notion of democracy to property owners while John Stuart Mill (1806-
1873), the British philosopher-economist, called for the extension of the franchise to the property class only.
25
  
     Moreover, the emergence of modern state meant some loss of individual’s rights and privileges since the state can 
force its members to carry out certain tasks. Since a state is a legal and political entity with power to require or 
compel obedience and loyalty from its citizens, 
26
 in most modern states, while the citizens may be free to express 
their views, they are made to live under the conditions prescribed by their states (leaders).
27
 Although, while 
democracy is not synonymous with diktat; the above consideration may have informed the submission by Sir Henry 
Maine that democracy can never represent the rule of the majority because, more often than not, the people merely 
accept the dictates of their leaders.
28
 In every human society and organisation, as Gerald et. al. have noted, there are 
bound to be inequalities in status, contributions and rewards.
29
 Indeed, inequality is the bottom line of the Circulation 
of Elite Theory as postulated by its leading apostle, Vilfredo Pareto ((1848-1923)), the Italian sociologist and 
economist. By definition, elites are a group which influences power and re-defines the norms of society. They have 
pre-eminence over other members of the society by various acts of deference.
30
 The definition and deference of the 
elite may have informed Pareto’s conclusion that “history is a graveyard of aristocracies”.31 What then is the content 
and context of the egalitarianism vaunted by democracy? The concept of equality espoused by democracy is 
theoretical hence its dismissal by William Letwin as the ‘leading fetish of our time’.32 Even in a leading democracy 
like Britain, as Andrew Harding has pointed out, most people only engage in democracy when they vote in general 
election every four to five years. While admitting that to an extent, voices are lost or misplaced, Andrew argued that 
“more often than not, they are simply not heard”.33  
     In his penetrating study of American political system, John Lees asserted that ‘elitist and inegalitarian traits have 
always existed in American society”.34 Indeed, Thomas Patterson made this point more explicit. According to him, 
despite the lofty claim that all men are created equal, equality has never been American birthright. He cited the 1882 
ban which made it impossible for the Chinese to immigrate into the United States. The suspension and other sundry 
discrimination against the Chinese and other Asians, which were not ended until 1965, were premised on the 
assumption that the Chinese were an inferior people.
35
 Also, the Rosa Parks incident of 1955 in Montgomery, 
Alabama is a well known one.
36
 However, despite the foregoing, it must be conceded, as Lees rightly argued, that 
politicians in the United States have always recognised the importance of the common man with a strong 
commitment to liberty.
37
 From our analysis so far, it appears that while government may be for all, it cannot be by 
all. As Julius Nyerere has pointed out, in every form of government, as far as the masses are concerned, power is 
something wielded by others – even if on their behalf.38 Indeed, Charles Anderson defines politics simply as ‘making 
choices on behalf of other people’.39 This consideration may have influenced Appadorai’s definition of democracy as 
a system of government under which people exercise governing power either directly or through representatives 
periodically elected by themselves”.40 Appadorai’s definition brings us back to Maximilien Robespierre’s definition 
of democracy to which reference has been made. Appadorai’s ‘representatives’ is probably the equivalent of 
Robespierre’s ‘what the people may not be able to do [well] by themselves’ which may be better done by the 
representatives of the people. The issue one may wish to query here is whether a person can truly and adequately 
represent another in the context of the above definitions.  
     It is incontrovertible that representative democracy has replaced direct democracy and since modern democracy is 
capitalistic, the political state represents nothing but the rule of a propertied oligarchy. If the principle of 
representative democracy is worthwhile and workable in other climes; its practise in Nigeria is faulty and fraudulent. 
In Nigeria, no one represents or protects the interests of others: individuals, whether in the cabinet or parliament, can 
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hardly be described as the representatives of the people. Indeed, as Suberu has pointed out, a fundamental feature of 
contemporary Nigerian democracy is the deep and profound distrust of Nigerians for their elected representatives.
41
 
This is not surprising given the endless abortion and frustration of the aspirations and hopes of the people by 
successive Nigerian governments. Let us even admit that a man can adequately represent another. At best one can 
represent a fraction – for example, an agriculturist may represent other agriculturists, lawyers may represent lawyers, 
a teacher may represent other teachers, etc. This is because a representative may know enough of everything to do 
everything badly and enough of nothing to do anything well. It would be recalled that in Nigeria, the main 
justification for military coups are almost always given as widespread dissatisfaction with the political and economic 
policies of the ousted regime. The usual claim is that democracy has been stifled, assaulted, malnourished and 
brutalised while the economy has been recklessly mishandled to the detriment of the masses and to the selfish 
advantage of a small elite – the representatives of the people! Yet, government by all is neither possible nor 
practicable because, as Frank Bealey has pointed out, with vast numbers of people in the modern nation state; direct 
participation in decision making by all is impossible.
42
 Ironically, democracy flourishes when and where citizens 
enjoy basic freedoms, have a voice in how they are governed and understand the workings of their governmental 
system. 
     From the above, one may be tempted to conclude that democracy is an abstract and illusive form of government 
because the assumptions on which it rests are almost always difficult of fulfilment. It is therefore not surprising that 
the concept of democracy has attracted several severe criticisms from both adversaries and sympathisers. The 
adversaries (e.g. Plato, 328-347 B.C.) asserted that while democracy may be possible, it is inherently undesirable. 
There are also those who, like Robert Michels, hold the view that while democracy might be desirable if it were 
possible; in actuality, it is inherently impossible.
43
 The sympathetic critics are those who strongly support democracy 
but are critical of it in some important respects. The above notwithstanding, the greatest merit of democracy is 
probably its recognition of the duties of government and the rights of the governed. Thus, democracy may not be 
foolproof; its strength lies in the possibility of adjustment and re-adjustment of institutions in accordance with 
prevailing socio-political and economic conditions and realities. Thus, like any other concept or form of government, 
democracy has its own limits and possibilities. There is no doubt that democracy has brought untold succour or what 
Ronald Manzer terms ‘political goods’44 to humanity particularly in the Western world. Conversely, the pattern and 
practise of democracy in Nigeria has widened the gap between the rich and the poor, fuelled corruption, exacerbated 
ethnic and religious unrest, provoked unprecedented agitations by ethnic militias, led to the intervention of the 
military in the democratic process, strangulated the economy and impoverished the masses. 
   
 
III. The Practise and Problems of Nigerian Democracy 
     Although, democracy is a universal concept, its practise differs from one place to another with regard to 
acquisition of (and disposition to) power and institutional arrangements. Hence, one can talk of American 
democracy, British democracy, Irish democracy, Canadian democracy and so on. It has been pointed out above that 
the concept of egalitarianism has more theoretical connotations than practical application. There is nowhere in the 
world where democracy is a republic of equals. Thus, socio-economic and political inequality is a prominent and 
permanent feature of democracy particularly in Nigeria where democracy has widened the gap between those who 
have access to power and public funds and those who do not. Since democracy is said to be government of the 
people by the people and for the people, it is therefore generally assumed that democracy is the most suitable form of 
government at least as far as the delivery of Ronald’s ‘political goods’ is concerned. It is therefore generally taken 
for granted that the pursuit of the welfare of the generality of the people is the epicentre of democracy wherever it is 
practised. While this may be so in some democracies, the reverse is the case in others: while democracy is 
synonymous with holistic development and aggregated growth in some climes; it is the representation of betrayal and 
inhuman deprivation in others. Nigeria probably personifies the latter. While some countries aspire to and do indeed 
practise democracy for the socio-economic benefit of the generality of the people or at least as many people as 
possible; others, like Nigeria, make their own brand of democracy government of the few by the few and for the 
socio-economic benefit of the few. Indeed, the most outstanding feature of Nigerian democracy is mind boggling and 
unpardonable waste of public funds on the comfort of a few Nigerians. The democracy of waste practised in Nigeria 
invests, first and foremost, in the comfort of officials rather than in human and material resources. 
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     For example, in the 2012 national budget, about ₦176 million was allocated to the extension of the gates of the 
Aso Rock Villa (the official residence of the President) apart from the ₦280 million allocated to the purchase of two 
bullet proof vehicles. In addition, about ₦36 million was allocated to the extension of power supply to the State 
House Centre Store while ₦52.4 million went into the provision of uninterruptible power supply to the Presidential 
Guest House. Moreover, ₦127.5 million was allocated to the overhauling of two generating sets in the Presidential 
Lodge. Furthermore, ₦512.54 million was allocated to the renovation and refurbishing of the family wing of the 
President’s main residence while ₦101.67 million was allocated to the rehabilitation of the transformer sub-station in 
the Villa. Finally, ₦97.95 million was allocated to the extension of the Villa’s car parks. In all, about ₦1.5 billion 
was allocated to all kinds of upgrades and renovations in and around the President’s residence.45  
     From available evidence, it is obvious that Nigeria has one of the largest Presidential Air Fleets (PAF) in the 
world. While Ghana and Algeria each has only one aircraft in their Presidential Air Fleets and Japan and the 
Netherlands each has two, Nigeria has ten. The cost of the aircrafts in the PAF, which is larger than those of three 
Nigerian airlines combined, is estimated at about $390.5m (₦60.53b). Furthermore, it is estimated that about $58.5m 
(₦9.08b) is spent annually on running the aircrafts in the Nigerian PAF.46 Closely related to the above is foreign 
travels. In 2012, ₦684.74m was budgeted for President Jonathan’s foreign travels while ₦1.289b was earmarked for 
the same purpose in 2013
47
 whereas following nation-wide protest agaist fuel subsidy removal in 2012, the President 
had promised to drastically reduced his foreign trips. In 2014, the President is spending ₦1.159bn on foreign and 
₦1.219bn on local trips; ₦483.279m on the maintenance of motor vehicles; ₦426.493m on publicity and 
advertisements; ₦56.786m on medical expenses; ₦23.9m on foodstuffs; ₦173.3m on refreshments and meals; 
₦122.9 on lubricants; ₦320m on honorarium and sitting allowances, among others. In all the Presidency’s total 
allocation under the 2014 Budget of the Federal Republic of Nigeria is ₦33bn48 (about $190m) whereas all Nigeria’s 
federal roads, most of which are accident-infested because of utter lack of maintenance, got a paltry sum of 
₦100bn.49 ((about $575m) 
     Another example of what the Women Arise for Change Initiative referred to as Nigeria’s ‘culture of waste’ was 
the over ₦4 billion (about $23m) allocated for the building of an office for the African First Ladies Mission 
Initiative. Mrs. Patience Jonathan, the wife of the President and the brainchild of the project, ensured that budgetary 
allocation was made for this project in the 2013 budget of the Federal Capital Territory.
50
 The Senate however 
queried the rationale behind the commitment of huge taxpayers’ money to the prosecution of a project that would 
make no contribution to the socio-economic well-being of Nigerians and consequently squashed it.
51
 Unfortunately, 
this tradition of waste is replicated, at varying degrees, down to the local government level. This is because the same 
outrageous budgetary and extra budgetary allocations are made for state governors and their wives, ministers, several 
dozens advisers and personal assistants to political office holders, members of parliament, commissioners and local 
government chairmen amongst several others. Unfortunately, as shall be shown later, since endemic corruption 
always ensures that funds are not utilised for the purposes for which they are allocated (when and where they are 
actually released), funds are allocated to same projects cyclically and almost without end.   
     Ironically, in Nigeria today, individuals struggle heart and might to provide for themselves those basic social 
amenities the state should normally provide. Those Nigerians who have the means generate their own power, make 
personal security arrangements, patronise privately-owned schools and hospitals, etc. On the other hand, the less 
privileged rural dwellers who are in a clear majority, live in palpable darkness, drink all sorts of contaminated water 
and contact all kinds of water-borne diseases there from and are regularly harassed, wounded or killed by armed 
bandits. Only recently, the Inspector-General of the Nigeria Police Force publicly admitted that the Force was being 
grossly under-funded thereby making its task of protecting the lives and properties of Nigerians an uphill one.
52
  
Malaria fever, which has been permanently ‘conquered’ in some climes, still kills dozens of hundreds of children 
whose parents cannot patronise privately-owned hospitals while many indigent school age children are either out of 
school or learn under the most horrific conditions in state-owned schools. Last March, the United Nations 
Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) released a damning report about Nigeria’s education 
sector. According to the report, Nigeria has more than 10.5 million out-of-school children.
53
  Only recently, in a State 
of the World Mothers Report published by the Save the Children International, about 89,700 day-old babies are said 
to die in Nigeria annually. According to the report, Nigeria has the 12
th
 highest rate of first-day deaths in the world 
and the highest in Sub-Saharan Africa.
54
 
     In most parts of Nigeria, power supply
55
 is almost exactly nil, potable water
56
 is a scarce commodity, health care 
facilities are either altogether nonexistent or in complete shambles while hundreds of people die in motor accidents 
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annually owing to extremely poor road networks.
57
 From all indications, the irreducible fact seems to be that the 
promotion of the welfare of the masses is neither the primary preoccupation nor the cardinal objective of the anchors 
of Nigeria’s democracy. Unfortunately, a famished, weak and ignorant citizenry can hardly serve as catalyst for the 
deepening and sustenance of democracy. According to a recent World Bank report, about 100 million Nigerians live 
in destitution. This implies that 8.3% of the world’s 1.2 billion destitutes are Nigerians.58  In a newspaper article 
entitled ‘The Story of Cain, Abel and Nigeria’ Ademola Adelakun captures the practise of Nigerian democracy thus 
 
Today, Nigeria is literally bleeding. There is too much violence. We have bred enough 
Frankenstein monsters to haunt us. We feed them red meat each time they cry for blood. 
Those who are not killed by Boko Haram are killed by the Joint Task Force. Those who 
escape the JTF fall into the hands of mind-bending illiteracy. Those who manage to 
escape all those are consumed by road accidents. Some die in poorly equipped hospitals. 
Those lucky to bypass all of the above are either killed by hunger, poverty, or frustration 
practically turns them to the living dead. It is the curse of Cain. The earth antagonises 
people who needlessly shed blood. Recently, multiple road accidents claimed almost 100 
lives. In a country where life counts, that should have led to a major social change. Sadly, 
not even a paragraph of official response came from the government, not even the local 
government chairmen of the areas the accidents happened. Unfortunately, the government 
aides who explain away these deaths are the same ones who rush to Twitter to console 
President Barack Obama over the Boston bombing. They are not their own brother’s 
keepers because their brother’s life is worthless. 59 
      
      Although, Nigeria has produced nine written constitutions;
60
 it is yet to institutionalise democracy.  This is 
because the problem is neither with the makers nor matters of the constitution; but the men who have the 
responsibility of operating the constitutions.
61
 To institutionalise democracy is to develop and strengthen the legal-
rational structures
62
 that would invariably strengthen and solidify democracy and the rule of law. Decalo defines 
political institutionalisation as a process through which stable, complex political structures and procedures are put in 
place, developed and legitimised to create a degree of sub-system autonomy for the purposes of running people-
centered governments.
63
 In Nigeria, like in most African states, politics and government are mostly personal and so do 
not always conform to an institutionalised system. This is perhaps the most important singular factor for the frequent 
failure of democracy and the regular breakdown of democratic structures and regimes in Nigeria and Africa at large. 
As David Roth and Frank Wilson have pointed out, military coups are frequent in states where democracy is not 
institutionalised and very rare in those with institutionalised political framework.
64
 It would be recalled that of 
Nigeria’s three democratic dispensations since independence in October 1960, the current 14-year old civil rule which 
commenced with ex-President Olusegun Obasanjo’s regime on 29 May 1999 is the longest.65 It should be emphasised 
that while the Nigerian First Republic lasted approximately five years (1 October 1960 – 14 January 1966); her 
Second Republic lasted only four years (1 October 1979 – 31 December 1983). The implication of the above is that of 
the 39 years between 1960 and 1999, military juntas held sway for about 30 years.  
     It must be stressed however that military incursion into politics is not peculiar to Nigeria; it is a world-wide 
phenomenon though notoriously prevalent in Africa.
66
 While we may not venture into a detailed enquiry into the 
proximate causes of the prevalence of coups and coup attempts in Africa, suffice it to state that there are a number 
of causative factors.
67
 At the risk of over generalisation, one is that countries where poverty is prevalent and per 
capital GDP is low are places where successful coups often take place. Moreover, Diamond and Plattner have 
asserted that where civil society is weak and politicians are corrupt and divided, the military ‘will prevail in the 
moment of opportunity’.68 This moment of opportunity, according to the Diamond-Plattner thesis, depends on the 
availability of a charismatic military leader (one who has no ties with or at least cannot be blamed for the unpopular 
decisions of the incumbent government). Diamond-Plattner’s ‘moment of opportunity’ abounds in African history. 
Indeed, because of pathological corruption, prevalent poverty and endemic economic and political crises, the 
intervention of the military in the democratic process sometimes received standing ovation and widespread support 
(for example in Nigeria in 1966 and 1983). Between 1960 and 1969, Sub-Saharan Africa witnessed 27 coups; 30 
between 1970 and 1979 and 22 between 1980 and 1989.
69
 Indeed, as Thomson has estimated, by 1989, about 60% 
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of Africa’s democratically elected governments had been toppled by the military.70      
     The wrong practise of democracy and its regular breakdown in Africa may have informed the view that 
representative government, particularly adversarial democracy is alien to Africa. One of the exponents of this view 
is Adiele Afigbo, a notable Nigerian Professor of history of Igbo extraction. According to him, the proximate cause 
of the travails of Nigerian democracy is that it was foisted on Nigerians from outside and did not evolve on the 
basis of need. Afigbo contends further that western democracy in Nigeria is a plant of very recent growth and by 
implication of very tender age. According to him, democracy “has no ancestors or parents in indigenous Nigerian 
political culture. Its sponsors were the Western European bourgeoisie who introduced it in the first place and then 
retreated beyond the shores of Africa.”71 While Afigbo may be tolerably correct in his assertion that ‘western 
democracy in Nigeria is a plant of very recent growth and by implication of very tender age’; one finds it difficult 
to accept his view that democracy ‘has no ancestors or parents in indigenous Nigerian political culture’. Obviously, 
village or traditional democracy was the ancestor of modern/western/liberal democracy, not only in Africa but in 
the world at large: the Athenian and the Greek City States’ brands of democracy illustrate this point very clearly.72 
Variants of Athenian democracy existed in traditional African societies, empires and kingdoms. For, example, in 
the Old Oyo Empire
73
 ‘traditional democracy’ was strong and almost unassailable.  
     The principle of separation of power, aimed at ensuring that the chief executive did not arrogate too much power 
to himself (the same aim of liberal democracy), was sacrosanct and, in the Old Oyo Empire, any Alafin
74
 who 
attempted to arrogate extra constitutional powers to himself did so to his peril as he would be asked to ‘sleep’ (die 
by committing suicide) by the Basorun.
75
  Thus, as Oyemakinde has pointed out, the very existence of chiefs who 
advised and assisted the Yoruba sovereign provided a counterweight against monarchical absolutism.
76
 In rejecting 
an offending Alafin, one of the pronouncements made by the Basorun is “...the people reject you”. This is in perfect 
agreement with the submission of Casely Hayford that  
 
The office of the King is elective. No King, that is to say, is born a King... lt is the 
right of those who placed him there to put him off the stool for any just cause. But no 





This is in tandem with liberal democracy’s provision for the removal of an unpopular, cruel, dictatorial and 
oppressive or corrupt leader and the retention of the humane, selfless, responsive and responsible ones. Indeed, in 
most traditional African societies, the concept of democracy carried the seal of the gods. This constantly kept the 
rulers in check since the pronouncement of the gods in rejecting a ruler was immediate, irreversible and final unlike in 
western democracy where conflicting pronouncements could emanate from court-rooms. The authority of traditional 
African rulers was thus derived from the sovereign will of the people. From time immemorial, Africans had abhorred 
tyranny, detested dictatorship and opposed high-handedness. African history is replete with instances of opposition to 
tyrannical and cruel rulers. For instance, in the Benin Empire,
78
 one of the reasons for the rejection of the Ogiso 
Dynasty by Benin people was the perceived highhandedness of the Ogiso kings (Kings of the Sky). Even Oba 
Ewuare, the supposed founder of modern Benin,
79
 encountered stiff opposition from several quarters because of his 
perceived high-handedness and dictatorial tendencies. In one of his Intelligence Reports on the Ekiti Division of Ondo 
Province, Captain N.A.C. Weir, an Assistant District Officer, spoke of “definite form of objection to the rule of a 
person who is inclined to be autocratic”.80 In most cases, in pre-colonial Africa, leaders and decisions survived only if 
they had the support and blessing of the masses of the people. It is therefore misplaced to assert that democracy has 
no ancestors or parents in indigenous Nigerian political culture. 
 Traditional African societies, according to a Sessional Paper published by the Kenyan Government, had two 
outstanding attributes: political democracy and mutual social responsibility. The Paper pointed out that political 
democracy in traditional African societies provided a genuine hedge against the exercise of disproportionate political 
power by economic groups and that even when traditional African leaders appeared to have exercised 
disproportionate political influence over their tribe or clan; there were traditional checks and balances including 
sanctions against any perceived abuse of such power.
81
 Thus, one cannot but agree with K.A. Busia’s description of 
traditional African leaders as ‘trustees’ whose influence was circumscribed both in customary law and religion.82 The 
fundamental reason for the constant breakdown of democracy in Africa and Nigeria in particular is not because 
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democracy has no ancestors or parents in indigenous African or Nigerian political culture. As Kidane Mengisteab has 
pointed out, many African traditional institutions of governance have valuable characteristics that can inform the 
development of culturally relevant institutions of democratic governance in contemporary Africa.
83
 Pre-colonial 
African societies had rich traditional political, economic and social institutions that dealt with allocation of resources, 
law-making and social control.
84
 Indeed, one prominent feature of Africa’s traditional institutions of governance is the 
consensual nature of decision-making particularly in the areas of resource allocation and law-making.  
  It can indeed be argued that in terms of conflict resolution, traditional African societies have an edge over liberal 
democracy. This is because differences and disputes in the former were almost always settled through consensual 
negotiations rather than through the latter’s adversarial procedures which often produce proud winners and punched 
losers. The Eritrean village baito, the Igbo village assembly in Eastern Nigeria, the kgotla in Botswana and the gada 
system in Ethiopia are some of the famous examples of ancestors or parents of western democracy in Africa.
85
      The 
immediate cause of the constant breakdown of democratic structures in   Africa in general and Nigeria in particular is 
the non-institutionalisation of democracy. Every political system is embedded in a particular pattern of orientation. In 
Nigeria, power is almost always the exclusive preserve of the President
86
 thereby making rule more personalised than 
institutionalised. According to UNESCO, for democracy to take roots in any society, it must be anchored on a 
genuine institutionalised culture of debate and dialogue.
87
 The most cursory glance at the practise of democracy in 
Nigeria would reveal that it is almost exactly the antithesis of the universally acclaimed meaning of that concept. 
Because of non-institutionalisation of democracy - with the exception of what Lt.-General Alani Akinrinade calls 
‘one or two lonely exceptions’,88 - democracy has constantly been on the retreat in Africa.  
Perhaps, the greatest problem threatening Nigerian democracy today is corruption. In Nigeria, the latter is 
probably more institutionalised than the former hence the country is an eminent member of the comity of the most 
corrupt nations of the world. It must be admitted here however that corruption is not a plant of very recent growth in 
Nigeria. On 26 February 1952, the Emir of Gwandu moved the following motion on the floor of the Northern  Nigeria 
House of Chiefs 
 
That this House, agreeing that bribery and corruption are widely prevalent in all 
walks of life, recommends that Native Authorities should make every effort to trace 





In his assessment of the first year of Nigeria’s independence, Chief Awolowo found the outstanding feature of the 
newly independent country to be “a dangerous decline in moral values where honesty was at a discount and 
corruption and mediocrity had a high premium”. He charged that bribery and corruption, especially in high places was 
on the increase and that “a large percentage of monies which were voted for expenditure on public projects found 
their way into the pockets of certain individuals”.90 Two years after Chief Awolowo’s submission, Ronald Wraith and 
Edgar Simpkins gave a continental assessment and impact of corruption on Africa as follows 
 
In Africa, corruption flourishes as luxuriantly as the bush and the weeds which it 
so much resembles, taking the goodness from the soil and suffocating the growth 
of the plants which have been carefully and expensively bred and tended
91
        
 
The above is a good summary of the devastating effects of corruption on Nigeria even though the corruption Ronald 
and Edgar spoke about was inconsequential compared with the monumental corruption in present-day Nigeria in 
particular and Africa generally. In the case of Nigeria, among others things corruption has ensured that power 
generation capacity – the pathway to sustainable development – is miserably low: about 3,300 megawatts as at April 
2013 (for a population of over 140 million).
92
 Also, dozens of thousands of Nigerians die in road accidents yearly 
owing to extremely poor roads. In addition, corruption has ensured the absence of qualitative educational, social and 
medical services. Indeed, corruption has ensured that Nigerians live in grinding poverty in the midst of abundance 
natural resources, extravagance and squander. Although, there are pockets of corrupt practices in the private 
(particularly banking) sector; virtually every segment of the public and civil service is characterised by 
institutionalised corruption. It is therefore not surprising that for a fairly long time now, Transparency International 
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has consistently rated Nigeria as a pandemically corrupt nation. 
     In its most recent report, Global Financial Integrity, GFI, a Washington-based research and advocacy organisation 
ranked Nigeria 7
th
 nation (out 143) with the highest level of illicit financial outflows. According to the report, 
Nigerian leaders laundered about $19 billion within a decade (2000 and 2010).
93
 This is in addition to several billions 
of naira stolen by public and civil servants which are in safe custody locally. In the view of the present writer, the 
figure of illicit financial outflows from Nigeria quoted by Global Financial Integrity appears too conservative. Let us 
consider the two most popular amongst several high profile money laundering cases in Nigeria. A former governor of 
Balyesa State, Chief Diepreye Alamieyeseigba, was in 2007 convicted for stealing billions of naira state funds. He 
pleaded guilty and offered to return ₦43 billion (about $270 million) to state coffers.94 Whether he ever did or the use 
to which the money was put are issues that only state officials can address. Also, a former governor of Delta State, 
Chief James Ibori, was said to have embezzled $250 million state funds. These are just two of hundreds of high 
profile embezzlement of state funds.
95
 The main cause of this tragedy is that the generality of Nigerians worship 
material success no matter by what means the success is achieved. This has led to what Justice Mustapha Akanbi 
refers to as the ‘economic ruination’ of Nigeria96 which has in turn led to steady growth in the rates of misery, 
poverty, hunger, disease, illiteracy, malnutrition and other socio-economic deprivations.   
      Unfortunately, the forces reared against corruption in Nigeria are altogether feeble and negligible. Indeed, directly 
or otherwise, successive Nigerian governments had aided and abetted corruption.  For example, in March 2013, 
Nigeria President, Goodluck Jonathan, pardoned (under state amnesty) Chief Diepreye Alamieyeseigba, a former 
state governor who stole public funds running into several million dollars while nothing drastic was done to James 
Ibori, another former state governor
97
 until a Southwark Crown Court in the United Kingdom sentenced him to 13 
years imprisonment in April 2012. While it is true that the administration of former President Olusegun Obasanjo 
established two supposed anti-corruption agencies,
98
 most Nigerians know too well that, except in very negligible 
instances, these agencies are nothing more than objects of vendettas, vengeance and persecution of the enemies (real 
and imagined) of the president.
99
 Irrespective of the magnitude of corrupt practices of public officers, they are 
immune to prosecution and conviction as long as they are in the good book of the president. Unfortunately, the 
judiciary, the supposed second estate in the realm and the last hope of the common man is itself a breeding ground of 
corrupt practices, has inflamed corruption in Nigeria. Only recently, a judge imposed a fine of ₦750,000 ($4,546) on 
a pension administrator who was alleged to have stolen pension funds running into millions of dollars
100
 This 
corruption-abetting judgment drew the wrath of many prominent Nigerians including the Chief Judge of the Federal 
High Court Abuja, Justice Ibrahim Auta, who posited that corruption cases should not carry the option of fine, 
because, according to him, ‘when penalties are stiffened, the incidence of corruption naturally comes down’.101 At 
present, there seems to be no end in sight to the tragedy of corruption in Nigeria. Indeed, many Nigerians probably 
share the view expressed by a pessimist like Alex Akinyele, a former Minister of Information and Culture who opined 
that only the Sango and Ogun deities can stop corruption in Nigeria.
102
  
      The perpetual inability to conduct relatively free and fair elections is the final problem confronting Nigerian 
democracy discussed in this paper. Competitive, free and fair elections are the sine qua non of democracy because 
they are a regular and direct means of citizens’ participation in governance. Unfortunately, despite their enormous 
financial implications,
103
 Nigerian elections can hardly be described as elections as they are characterised by all sorts 
of malpractises and fraud. It is indeed instructive to note that controversies arising from widespread electoral fraud 
and malpractises had assailed Nigerian democracy all through its entire post-colonial political history. It would be 
recalled that the military intervened in the democratic process on 15 January 1966 following an acrimonious election 
in the defunct Western Region. Again, the military sacked the Aliyu Shagari-led civilian administration on 31 
December 1983 following pervasive post-election violence in several parts of the country. Also, the military-civilian 
administration of General Ibrahim Babangida collapsed following the annulment of the 12 June 1993 presidential 
election presumably won by Late Chief Moshood Abiola, a Muslim Yoruba. From the above, it is evident that Nigeria 
has a long history of failed electoral processes.
104
           
 
 
IIV. Prospects of Nigerian Democracy 
       From the above analysis, it is obvious that the balance sheet of democracy in Nigeria is less than satisfactory; yet 
all hope is not lost. In the first place, despite myriads of disappointment of hopes, denial of rights and betrayal of trust 
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by successive Nigerian governments, the desire for democracy amongst Nigerians has remained unassailably high. 
Since the commencement of the current democratic dispensation, Nigerians have consistently expressed their desire 
and preference for democracy by their active participation in the various transition programmes and electoral 
processes despite their reservations and regrets over aspects of these programmes and processes. In addition, today, 
there is a general realisation in the country that the only acceptable and popular route to the acquisition of political 
power is the ballot box. 
      The relative stability and sustenance of multi-party democracy holds good prospects for democracy in Nigeria.
105
 A 
cursory glance at the political history of Nigeria reveals that the current democratic dispensation has the largest 
number of political parties. It would be recalled that the First Republic (1960-1966) was dominated by four major 
political parties: Northern People’s Congress, NPC; Action Group, AG; National Council of Nigerian Citizens, 
NCNC and Nigerian National Democratic Party, NNDP. During the Second Republic (1979-1983), the political scene 
was dominated by five registered political parties: National Party of Nigeria, NPN; Unity Party of Nigeria, UPN; 
Nigerian People’s Party, NPP; Great Nigerian People’s Party, GNPP and People’s Redemption Party, PRP. In the 
Third Republic (1987-1993), there were two government founded and funded parties: National Republican 
Convention, NRC and Social Democratic Party, SDP. In the current political dispensation, prior to 6 December 2012 
when Nigeria’s electoral body, the Independent National Electoral Commission, INEC, deregistered 28 political 
parties,
106
 there were 50 registered political parties in the country. Of the remaining 30, only four are electorally 
viable. These are the ruling People’s Democratic Party, PDP; Action Congress of Nigeria, ACN; Congress for 
Progressive Change, CPC and All Nigerian People’s Party, ANPP.107 With the exception of the Labour Party, LP and 
the All Progressives Grand Alliance, APGA, many of the other political parties are almost completely unknown, 
although they present the Nigerian electorate an avalanche of political parties thereby giving them the opportunity of 
deciding where to swing their electoral pendulum. However, in a country like Nigeria where illiteracy level is very 
high, confronting the electorate with too many political parties breeds confusion. It is gratifying however to note that 
some of these parties present relatively strong and viable opposition to the federal and the respective state 
governments. The most important signal to the prospect of the survival and strengthening of democracy in Nigeria is 
probably the ability to transit from one civilian administration to another even if through heavily flawed and widely 
flayed elections. Although Nigeria gained independence from Britain in 1960, it was in 2007 that the country, for the 
first time, successfully transited from one civilian administration to another. All earlier attempts generated suffocating 
political logjams that ended in the intervention of the military in the democratic process. Although, the results of the 
2007 elections attracted widespread condemnations, the overall result was a rather smooth and peaceful handover of 
political power from one civilian government to another. It would be recalled that on 29 May 2007, Olusegun 
Obasanjo, a Christian from the Southwest who had spent two consecutive terms of four years each, relinquished 
power to Alhaji Musa Yar’adua, a Muslim from the Northwest. Yar’adua however died in office on 5 May 2010 and 
his deputy, Goodluck Jonathan, completed his (Yar’adua’s) term before running as substantive president in the 2011 
elections which he won amidst devastating controversies. Again, on 29 May 2011, Nigeria once again transited from 
one civilian government to another thereby accomplishing what it could not a few years back. 
 
IV. Conclusion 
   This paper has attempted a critical appraisal of the pace, practise, pattern, priorities, problems and prospects of 
Nigerian democracy. One of the major findings and arguments of the paper is that while democracy is being 
nourished and made to take roots in other climes, it is being manipulated and malnourished in Nigeria. In his 1962 
assessment of the practise of democracy in Nigeria, Chief Obafemi Awolowo
108
 opined that democracy was “pinning 
away on its death-bed…it has been mercilessly assaulted and violated…it is already being made to suffer from gross 
misuse and utter lack of nurture”.109 While it is true that this kind of criticism should normally be expected from a 
Parliamentary Opposition Leader; Chief Awolowo’s assessment was probably an irreducible fact. Regrettably, the 
situation is worst today. The pace of democracy in Nigeria is everything but progressive – at times it stagnates while 
at some other times it retards. Nigerian political history is replete with failed electoral processes, a cyclical failure that 
returns the country to the scratch each time an attempt is made at making democracy get off the ground in the 
country.  
     In a similar reference to Africa generally and Nigeria in particular on the threshold of the twenty-first century, 
Alani Akinrinade asserted that  
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Africa remains the only continent that is entering  a new millennium remarkably 
worse off than it entered the one just ending…it is even more shameful 
[that]…places that ought rightly to be the continent’s beacons of hope are now its 
most worrying blights…Among places that ought to have given the continent a 




Once upon a time, Nigeria was a beacon of hope for Africa. A few years after the country gained independence from 
Britain, Nicolas Freville wrote “since her independence, Nigeria has become a very good example to other African 
countries...More children go to school in Nigeria than in any other African country...the government cares for the 
sick...”111 From our discussion so far, it is obvious that the same cannot be said of Nigeria today. As far as the practise 
of democracy in Nigeria is concerned, it is virtually not beneficial to the common man. There is however no perfect 
democracy anywhere in the world and, as pointed out earlier on, the eagerness of Nigerians to participate in the 
electoral process; the relative stability and sustenance of multi-party system and the general realisation in the country 
that the only acceptable and popular route to the acquisition of political power is the ballot box are some of the fillips 
that suggest that all hope is not lost.   
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